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Dearest Reader,

I come from an aggressive background in drawing and wishful thinking. This combination has
accompanied me through everything, and has led to my daily survival.

Opal Ong, Giving Up The Ghost, 2018, graphite on watercolor paper, 9”x12”
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In previous years, drawing was a bridge between myself and the prison my father was in.
Drawing was once our main method of correspondence for approximately two years. He isn’t
alive anymore, but in many ways we still convene through the practice of drawing.

Opal Ong, Happy Birthday, 2019, graphite on watercolor paper, 9” x12”
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As a child, I could draw myself a home when we didn’t have one. As a twenty- something I still
use drawing to respond to many lacks. Absence isn’t always the motivation for a drawing, but it
seems to often come from there.

Opal Ong, Happy Grief Came To Visit Me, 2018, graphite on watercolor paper, 9”x 12”
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Drawing has felt devotional, loving, slow and fast, a relief from the indelible marks of painting,
and it can draw one in. It is a flat constant that has always brought me back to my multitude. But
this also means that it’s hard to get away from myself.

Opal Ong, Selves Portrait, 2020, graphite on watercolor paper, 9” x 12”

These days drawing still manages to be a conduit for many things including idly arriving at ideas
for painting.
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In my thesis show I decided to install four drawings. Initially it was a formal choice to delineate
my portion of the gallery space from my comrades who I shared the space with. That decision
began to feel curatorially resonant in terms of a timeline. You see, the drawings were made
before all of my paintings. And I believe their content is in direct lineage to my current paintings.

Directly across from the installation of drawings were six paintings. Get Well Soon, was hung in
parallel to these drawings. This decision allowed the painting to usher the viewer in from the
shared gallery space into a more private alcove where the rest of the paintings quietly hung. The
paintings were not hung in any kind of chronological or episodic order, as they do not function
that way.

The paintings from my thesis show and some of their main themes are touched on in this paper.
Below you will find them in exile from the drawings. This isn’t because they do not have
overlaps or because I think there is a visual hierarchy between drawings and paintings. It’s just
that the order of my thoughts moved this way, maybe because the paintings are more recent. And
I thought I’d make room to unpack those.

I also made the drawings above during a denial phase of grief. So they are not very easy for me
to speak towards as I still have a lot of distance to get from them.

Warmly,
Opal Ong
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Opal Ong, Looking To Be One, 2021, acrylic and gouache on canvas, 30”x48”
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In A Blue Hour

An acrylic blue surface undulates in comparison to the flatter and more graphic regions of this
painting, such as the black-and-white checkered ground, pyrrole orange and red veil-like fabric,
green leg in profile and opaque lavender hand spectered by magenta. In this chromatic
arrangement, a green figure stands beneath the fabric. I am unable to see what they are doing
under the veil. I have been told the painting appears nefarious and yet I also see care in it.

Slightly off center in the composition is a free standing bird cage. There may be a bird in the
cage because soft yellow feathers are falling to the ground. The drift of a feather makes me think
that gravity exists in this painting, perhaps the same kind of gravity that is in our reality on Earth.

Looking at this painting brings me back to the compositional center, and calls my attention to
where the veil-draped cage and figure meet. The title, Looking To Be One, has a built in
recognition that each of its parts, compositionally, are separate but have a desire “to be one.”
This simultaneous separation and unity is visually echoed by the specter of a severed hand. I am
not sure who that hand belongs to, but it too is making some effort, appearing to hold the veil,
perhaps assisting or witnessing the acts which the viewer is not privileged to see. I wonder if the
hand is that of an intervening guide or, like in the silent observations of palmistry, is attempting
to signify fate. What are their lessons in this lifetime? What are their blind spots? Will they
experience aimlessness or achievements? Every question points to fate or asks what will happen
in one’s life. Yet I wonder about the fate of the bird.
26

I began this painting as a drawing of a childhood memory of putting birds to sleep. As a child, I
was taken care of by my aunt, who also rescued exotic and illegal birds from Mexico—I think
she had a thing for strays. Putting these birds to rest was part of our nightly routine. I would
drape a cloth over their cage to indicate that it was time to sleep. I had experienced the memory
of this nightly ritual and was reviving it through the practice of drawing. My memories are
imperfect fragments generally derived from my senses and can sometimes come up as triggers.
My memory of putting the birds to sleep was an ugly sight because these birds were featherless
rescues who were previously neglected and abused. The abuse the birds took led them to develop
feather-plucking, a maladaptive behavioral disorder seen in captive birds, which chew, bite or
pluck their feathers with their beak, resulting in damage to the feathers and occasionally the skin.
As a kid, I didn’t know what any of that meant; all I knew was that the birds were all hurting and
on top of it hurting themselves. In hindsight, the birds’ feather-plucking mirrored the behaviors
of the adults in my life, especially the ones who were hurting and hurt themselves too, because of
which they are no longer here. Watching the ones I love hurt themselves and others is hard, and
I’ve often felt that natural inclination to decipher. This was usually a futile effort and led to more
unknowns or the dead ends of unacknowledged generational trauma.

I formally work with personal fragments, like that one, and fill in the blanks. I fill in these blanks
with a wide range of visual media: a Fleischer Studios animation, a projected image from a
visual library, a Nancy Sheung photograph from Hong Kong in the 1960’s, a palette or subject
from a contemporary American orientalist painter such as Phyllis Bramson, the front door of my
apartment, a silhouette from the American experimental theater director Robert Wilson, an
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illustration from a 1970’s Seiichi Hayashi manga/comic, British- Palestinian artist Mona
Hatoum’s installations, a google image search, or a Kuniyoshi and Yoshitoshi woodblock print
from the 19th century. I look at different references to see what sticks to my imagination, to
arrive at something else; something hopefully greater than the sum of its parts.

The result of the painting is usually very flat and matte because it is made of acrylic and
gouache. These materials do not have a reflective surface. Because light doesn’t interact with the
finish of the material I am able to experience the finished painting uninterrupted by the light.
That perceptual experience also describes my process of making my paintings and drawings,
being guided by opaquely felt experiences and impulses I can’t see. Because I’m in the dark, I try
to intuit my way through the work by way of drawing, composition, some reference and
color—all in an effort to give form to something rooted in but larger than a memory. The subject
of the work, like in Looking To Be One, imitates the material in that whatever is happening
beneath that veil might be happening in the dark or, in this case, in a blue hour. The cohesion of
subject and material might stir emotions that are inert. One might ask, who doesn’t want to come
out whole?

This process is not nostalgic or sentimental, not longing for a past that never was. Instead it is a
meditation on a kind of loss without resolve: “the image is gone, and with it, the contours of
reason that led me here,” as Paul Chan writes about his own process in A Lawless Proposition.
“By following the contours of this internal reasoning, a work takes on an uncanny quality that
comes from it being an outgrowth of the experience of something becoming aware of becoming
itself” (Paul Chan, A Lawless Proposition). I’m working through the ordinances of experience. I
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make do with the living memories that haunt me. What is remembered upends my days, and I, in
turn, upend the world through reimagining it, making the impossible slightly less so. My work is
forged by the grudge that follows the haunt in me and motivated by the desire to take what was
and give it space to express what it could be.
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mOther meditation
(Buddhist Mindfulness Exercise, The Mother Meditation Guided Script)

Sit comfortably in a quiet place where you can be free from distractions
As you breathe out, let your hips feel heavy into your seat

As you breathe in, feel a subtle sense of lifting upward
through the crown of your head
Let breath guide you into a natural, neutral position with your spine

Stay present with breath as you close your eyes
Breathe gently, slowly and quietly in and out through your nose
Let energy settle, and yet at the same time, feel the alertness of your awareness
It’s clarity, and luminosity

(pause for 3 breaths)
As you sit here with your breath, open up to the possibility that you’ve been here before
You have lived countless past lives
Infinite past lives
And in each of these past lives, you had a mother
And you’ve had infinite past mothers
Infinite
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And so it only makes sense, that all the beings now in this world
Have at one time been your mother
Maybe in a past life,
Maybe in a life one million years ago
But everyone, has been your mother
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Opal Ong, In Spite of Care, 2021, acrylic and gouache on canvas, 16”x20”
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Mother Yourself, A Proposition

The mother is

refusing to mother.

The mother doesn’t

mother herself.

The mother asks

her unmothered child
to mother her.

Then, asks the unmothered child

to mother herself.

She is tasked and asked to be what she is not.
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Opal Ong, Get Well Soon, 2021, acrylic and gouache on canvas, 36” x 48”
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An Impossible Task

In my experience, mothering is othering. Thus, mothering oneself is physically impossible, and
yet I still find myself enchanted by the emotional prospect of doing so. As a visual proposition,
Get Well Soon seeks to examine this othering.

Some time before the completion of Get Well Soon, I wondered, what is a mother who has no
instinct to protect their child? From one perspective, she is a mother who has left many knives in
the nearness of many backs, including her own. All these “knives” indicate a refusal, an
unshakable no, characterized by hurt. While psychological, the hurt is hereditary, and for some,
that’s their only inheritance.

To survive this undesired inheritance is to fantasize about a reality in which the mother mothers
herself. The painting Get Well Soon is an urgent wish, upon the binding of a spell. An energetic
longing for the mother’s self care. Proposing this impossible task means upending the current
state of reality. This calls for a reimagining of a surrogate world in which love is perhaps
possible.
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This requires altering the nature of gravity, the core around which everything is oriented. In the
painting, horizons are vertical, every view is blocked, and flames are askew. These are the signs
that other conditions are possible, including mothering oneself. In this twilight, the mother can
produce another set of hands—the hands of the child in her, the one who needs her more than the
children she has conceived in this lifetime. There, hands comb through years of inherited
lifetimes, knotting, binding, and unraveling through it all to braid her back. There is no need for
shells and armor—and let’s be honest, “the shells of what was, never worked anyway” (Anne
Boyer, Handbook of Disappointed Fate). Here you are, and there you go: love is possible, mom.
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That From Which I Diverge
Is Still An Impossible Bounding

Sometimes it’s worse to not be haunted. Because I have nothing to blame it on.

In 2018 I googled, “when does grief end?” At the time, there wasn’t a clear answer. Some
responses like grief are ambiguous in their duration. Since that time in my life, I learned I wasn’t
asking any practical questions because I wasn’t standing still. This is because I didn’t want to. I
wanted to diverge completely from my frequent grief, but there was no such deviation. Ordinary
desperation led me elsewhere. I wanted to know how to navigate the load of loss daily. It was
obvious that so many others managed to live through this too. I thought about the ones who
didn’t manage to, and so I feared love’s distortions. Afterall, grief is the other side of love.

Narrowed by that fear, I found myself in a buddhist monastery in Brooklyn called the Zen
Mountain Monastery. I remember it was a Sunday, the day before Martin Luther King Day. It
was my first visit to the monastery, so I was taken to a more private space to learn the
instructions of Zen meditation, an orientation to the monastery, and I had the opportunity to meet
monastics. They showed me how to sit and comfortably kneel, where to put my hands (folded
under my belly to rest), briefed me on zen history, and taught me some new words.
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After this initiation I was able to join the rest of the service in a larger space with big cushions
everywhere, and every person had a cushion that they sat upon and returned to. We bowed and
chanted for about thirty minutes. Sometimes we would get up as a group and walk the entire
space of the room, in a circle, and return to our cushions for more chanting and bowing. At one
point a guy fell on me from behind, this wasn’t part of the service. He just happened to
completely pass out, and my back caught the weight of him. Some monastics in robes
approached him, helped him up, and got him some water. This didn’t pause the services. I
wondered if people lost their balance a lot here. Then we did zen meditation for the remainder of
our time. We thanked all of the female buddhas and said all of their names. Toward the end they
touched on grief, perhaps because it was the day before Martin Luther King Day. And they said
something to transition out and close the service. It has stuck with me and helped me most days
since. They simply said, “death illuminates life,” and I felt unremarkably bound to those three
words. I was determined to live through this. What I didn’t know would come up and when it
did, and it will, I hoped I’d be able to hold on.

The ongoing duration of grief and its frequent triggers made me speculate. When speculative
questions surfaced an inner monologue sometimes ensued…

It’s been four years. I wonder if grief lasts a whole lifetime? It seems to pass over from
many lifetimes. What if there is a staircase for each lifetime? I once heard Gloria Steinem quote
Wilma P. Mankiller, the first woman elected as Principal Chief of the Cherokee Nation, she said,
“it takes four generations to heal one act of violence.” And I've wondered if it does take that
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long. If so, is grief then measured in eternities? Do we ever move away from it? Or is it
something I bump into?

Nancy Sheung, Untitled, 1960, photograph
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I have learned that grief is embodied and something I bring with me. I unknowingly brought it
with me when I saw this Nancy Sheung Untitled photograph from the 1960’s. As soon as I saw
it, I knew it was something I would come back to. Over the course of a few months, I kept
returning to a screenshot of it on my phone and computer. I obsessed over it and thought about
the woman with her wagasa. I thought how strange it was to be alone on what appeared to be an
unending stone staircase. I looked at it so much that I didn’t need to look at it anymore, it became
enmeshed with the inner repetition of my daily visual monologue. I would draw from this
impression, making small thumbnails of a ghost and a femme figure inhabiting different parts of
Sheung’s staircase. Using my own characters allowed me to propose a different set of scenarios
that were beyond my own biography.

I liked the idea of using a ghost. It is something I had come back to a few times in other
drawings, but this was my first time pursuing it in a painting. I saw the ghost as a way to
disembody grief from the figure. Typically the cultural assumption in a ghost story is that the
ghost is the one doing the haunting. In these narratives, usually the ghost haunts the living. But
for this painting, it felt more resonant to jam those expectations. Playing with the formal
arrangements of the two characters led to unexpected scenarios such as a role reversal where the
ghost was the one being haunted. This arrangement felt most resonant to my own daily responses
to loss and yet it somehow felt unforced despite it being a formal choice. Perhaps it’s because
this compositional choice was determined by the architecture of Sheung’s photograph. It was this
limitation that allowed me to fantasize about a private myth of doomed eternity.
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To return to the beginning of where this passage on grief began– I’m unsure if grief ends in the
world of An Unchanged Distance. One could imagine this is a syndrome of the conditions here,
where there is no final departure. And maybe we just go it alone. Whatever the case may be,
what is in sight to the viewer is a veil-like ghost and the estranged femme figure with an
obstructed face. It is where one eternally follows the other’s footsteps, and where we are unable
to see any end.
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Opal Ong, An Unchanged Distance, 2021, acrylic and gouache on canvas, 36” x 48”
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Uninspired Grief

Grief is a response to loss. Grief is uninspiring.

Grief, mourning, loss and trauma are parts of being here– we do not get to choose. However, we
do get to choose how we negotiate these experiences. Contemporary interdisciplinary artist
Mona Hatoum inspired me in how she navigated these themes. She critically negotiated grief,
identity and relations to the mother in Measures of Distance, a 15 minute long video work from
1988.

This video showed images of Hatoum’s mother in the shower. Layered on top of these images
were Arabic text. The text was selected from letters between the artist and their mother.
Accompanying the visuals in the video was narration. This narration allowed Hatoum to discuss
the impact of civil war on her familial relations. Hatoum revealed her and her mother’s intimate
attempts to uphold connection to one another despite dispersed living situations post conflict.
After the outbreak of the Lebanese Civil War in 1975 Hatoum had, “spent a life negotiating
identity and perceptions of home through the disrupting process of exile. Measures of Distance
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marks a gesture through the practice of film, for Hatoum as both artist and subject, to consider
the implications of migration on family relations” (Katrina Miller, Displaced Defiance:
Mourning & Hatoum Letter Writing in Mona Hatoum’s Measures of Distance).

The disruption of exile in Hatoum’s work enacted and questioned space. The spaces in question
were the relational spaces between a daughter and a mother brought on through the displacement
of war. Relations to the mother aren’t neutral and uninscribed. Here, Hatoum showed us this
through the inscriptions of letters layered over photographic images of her mom. These gestures
were clearly brought on by exile, but despite the distance between them, these same gestures
marked how intimate and close their relationship was in spite of it all .

Exile or some kind of estrangement was also something I had been processing in my own
relations to identity. I am still trying to make sense of it and what has been happening all around
me. And why identity had felt invisible and hyper visible all at the same time.
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Mona Hatoum, Measures of Distance, 1988, stills from video work

I didn’t know about Hatoum’s work until after a few years of visually negotiating my own
responses to various forms of loss. To be introduced to her work was kind of like coming home.
Personally, this homecoming wasn't about external wars and their impacts on family. Instead it
was about the devastation of wars that lied within the bodily boundaries of the adults in my life,
and affirming those same relationships that by proxy continue to undergo transformation.

Living in domestic wars is not comparable to the wars waged by countries. But I wouldn’t
hesitate to say that domestic violence, murder and suicide is symptomatic of such wars and
colonization. In my experience they are the shrapnel remains of internalizing compounded years
of violence. And sometimes the result is a body, unable to express all of that hurt and loss, until it
can’t any longer.

I don’t want to be like that though, not because I am above that, but because I don’t want to hold
all of that in or do it alone. I may not be able to express my feelings of loss the way Hatoum
generously can, but I am inspired by her doing so. I’m inspired by her not holding it all in.
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Orientation

Opal Ong, Hard to Hold, 2020, acrylic and gouache on canvas, 36” x 32 1/4”
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Being unable to hold it in is part of my narrative orientation to the world. No one encouraged me
to share. For reasons still unknown to me, miscommunication and mind reading was more often
than not encouraged in my day to day. However, my small rebellion was a bent towards
communication. Since then, I have festooned visual communication with lies. Not big lies, but
the small embellishments that felt necessary. The embellishments oriented towards fictionalizing
experience and private myth felt more in tune with how I saw the world, as opposed to how it
was documented and not documented. And yet I have come to that with an understanding that
myth can be reductive and misinform if abused.

The title, Hard To Hold, isn’t a pun on being unable to hold in my inklings towards narrative, but
I do think it’s an example of the intersections of where visual lies and truths meet. It was a
painting made at the beginning of the pandemic. This was a big time for the mythography of
bats. A lot of articles on bats appeared in relation to COVID-19. These articles blamed bats for
the spread of COVID-19 and this took shape as an origin story. During this time there was a lot
of stereotyping, which is its own kind of myth making, towards East Asian and Southeast Asian
folks throughout New York City and the rest of the United States. It was very violent, and
everyone was scared. Because of this fear and violence I’d gift close friends with tools they
could weaponize themselves with. Tools like hammers and box cutters could easily be disguised
as multifunctional tools for labor and used in defense if necessary. Sunglasses were once a useful
accessory to block the sun from vulnerable eyes, but during the pandemic, they became an added
obstructive shield to disguise identity. All of these additions to what one would carry when they
left the house was to protect against the misinformation of myth and the emanation of violence.
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Myth is slippery in that way. It can easily lead to aggression, violence and death. My work isn’t a
commentary on East Asian and Southeast Asian immigrants and Americans during the
pandemic, but I do think I had a different set of anxieties that informed my daily life and daily
practices because of it. There was so much at stake already when one needed to leave their home.
This, and the additional anxiety of violent myth was not new but it was terrifying. Every attempt
to blend in and try to not be a target was considered daily.

A Daily Reckoning was not a didactic reaction to the COVID related paranoia of asking myself, “
am I a target?” But looking back on it now, I cannot say it isn’t related to the social isolation of
that anxiety. Olive Oyl, is still and leaping into the air, her legs and arms spread like a butterfly.
She is pierced by arrows, perhaps pinned like a butterfly or pierced like the many depictions of
St. Sebastian.This position looked joyous and simultaneously like she was being scared out of
her skin.

I once thought this painting was grappling with emotional ambushes from childhood. But now,
with some distance, I see it differently. From here, time has collapsed in the flatness of the
painting’s regions between the pinkish zone and the greenish and yellowed room beyond the
doorway. For me, it sits betwixt the suspension of childhood and the gashes of now. The
doorway is a boundary between the public and private, and neither social space looks safe.
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Opal Ong, A Daily Reckoning, 2021, acrylic and gouache on canvas, 40” x 60”
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Fin

Opal Ong, Oppositional Bow, 2021, acrylic and gouache on canvas, 38” x 50”
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